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Sintef is one of Europe’s largest independent research organizations.

- 1858 employees, 1346 researchers, 652 w/doctoral degree
- Contract research in technology, natural sciences, medicine and social sciences
- Joint strategy with NTNU
- Cooperates with NTNU in terms of staff, equipment, laboratories and science communication
- 24 Gemini Centres for joint NTNU–Sintef R&D
The best student town in Norway

• One in five inhabitants in Trondheim is a student
• **The Student Union** (Studentersamfundet) has 8,000 members and its own building
• **UKA**, the student week, is Norway’s largest cultural festival
• **ISFiT**, the International Student Festival in Trondheim is held biannually
• **NTNU** is Norway’s largest sports association with 12,000 members